
 

 

   #5 Steering Group Action Notes 11th December 2018  

 
Attending: Sam Carter (SC); Auriel Gibson (via Web Cam); Patrick Gray (PatG); Peter Grimble 

(PetG); Rachel Leggett (via WebCam); Ann Leitch (AL); Janet Broadhurst (via WebCam). 

Apologies: Chris Doughty (CD). 

SG= Steering Group     SB = Settlement Boundary 
NP= Neighbourhood Planning Process/Plan  NCC = Norfolk County Council 
SNC= South Norfolk Council 
 

Agenda Item Action 

Administration: any outstanding items for action from last meeting  

Budget Update:  AL has caught up with CC and budget is all ok.  

Communication Plan Update: 
A suggestion from Michael Bartlett was that the NP becomes a feature item on the 
website.  This was agreed. 
 
PP for Feb would be an article about Settlement Boundary Change. A flyer would 
then be sent out via us.  
 
An item from the consultation was a pedestrian bridge over the beck.  Our thoughts 
were that  for safety in crossing the busy road, the bridge would best be on the west 
side of the road bridge. Costs would be considerable.  NCC have not retained any 
details from their original investigation as part of the traffic calming scheme on The 
Street.  At this stage, we are not going to explore it further until the NP is progressed 
further.  
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Project Plan:   
JB, AL and PetG attended a meeting at SNC with SNDC Simon Planning Officer 
Simon Marjoram & Mike Burrell, Planning Policy Team Leader from the GNLP team 
on 11.12.18. It was discussed whether a call for sites was needed. AL introduced the 
NP and how we wished to have some small development but were wary of a large 
site being put forward.  
 
An idea was to expand and or add new settlement boundaries. We need to be very 
open and transparent in the process due to the small and close-knit nature of the 
parish. It was discussed about rural exception sites which are areas that are adjacent 
to current settlement boundaries e.g. a house for a farm worker who would live next 
to a farm. An entry level exception site is a new concept and are specific to particular 
occupations. Policy would help us say yes or no to certain settlement boundary 
change. “Slow and careful” development is a phrase that we keep coming back to.  
 
AL posed the question of suspending the NP due to lack of confidence in the process 
delivering what the village wants and the answer back was a no. Our worry was that 
our small, slow and careful development would be at odds with the bigger strategic 
picture.  The feedback from GNLP team was that although we did not have a housing 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

number allocation, we could have small, slow and careful development. However, 
they will come back to check that this view is correct. It doesn’t mean no infill and 
small development. It just means they won’t give an allocation.  
 
RL would like us to look at the first draft template on the Settlement Boundary 
Submission Form and return comments to PetG about the first 4 pages. PetG pointed 
out that some areas are not really relevant to us as the key themes have not come 
out from the first consultation.  RL will send it to SNC to see if we can slim it down.  
 
AL suggested a two-stage approach; first stage is broad and quick to ascertain 
interest, and from that we could send out a more detailed form to those interested. 
Putting it out to the community first allows us a clear and transparent approach 
compared to us drawing some boundaries based on informal conversations.  We 
could have a number of settlement boundaries that sit alongside a policy stating what 
development would be allowed. This would go out to local residents, business owners 
and anyone involved in the village, e.g. Saffron Housing.  RL informed us that we 
should make this consultation as wide as possible. We think we only have one non-
agricultural based business in the parish (PolyTrade on Rushall Road).  
 
Conservation Area Appraisal. A walk around in the village occurred with the 
Heritage Officer Philip Whitehead on the 10th of Dec. Pet G, AL, Julian Taylor, Philip 
Astor, Cllr Clayton Hudson & Rosemary Steer attended.  We think minor changes 
have been agreed in principle. Slight modifications that make more sense on the 
ground were proposed and extending the conversation area to the west of the wind 
pump to include Stone Cottage. It was more about tweaking the boundaries. The next 
phase will be public consultation May/June 2019 with the aim of the revised 
conservation area being adopted autumn 2019. 
 
Character Appraisal - RL suggested that this emerges more as we go along. It was 
decided that no more work needs to be carried out on this until after the SB Review 
feedback. 
 
Stakeholder Engagement – RL pointed out that we need to focus on the people who 
are most useful to chat to. AL to develop a list so we can identify the key 
groups/individuals to meet with. We are trying to take the information we have at the 
moment to people to see what they think about ‘good design’ etc. This will help us 
write policy.  
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Sustainability Report: 
The revised draft report has come back from EH. She has produced a new version 
adopting PetG’s ideas. Any additional revisions to PetG before 21/12/18. PetG will 
liaise with EH with collated SG comments by 4.1.19. 
 
The final report will be sent out to the SG 11.1.19 after which it will be circulated to 
external stakeholders such as Natural England for consultation (5 weeks). 
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Date of next Steering Group meeting & agenda items 
10th Jan at Hillside 1900 – 2030.  Discuss settlement boundary questionnaire. No SC 
21st Jan at The Granary 1900 – 2030. Feedback from stakeholder meetings held so 
far to inform ideas for planning policies 
28th Feb at The Granary 1930 – 2100. Draft policy ideas and plan next consultation 
event. No PetG  
4th April at The Granary 1900 – 2030. No SC 

 

 

 


